
Man FRM Early View – Hedge Funds (Nov 16)

The recovery in Equities seen following the Trump victory in the US election has been positive for
the hedge fund industry as a whole. The HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index returned 0.87% in
November. At the margin, most strategies saw slightly better pricing of fundamental themes driven
by a normalization of the Bond market and increased expectations of higher inflation in 2017.

It was a positive month for US Equity Long-Short managers. Cautious positioning going into the
election did however limit the extent of their participation on the upside and a few managers posted
negative returns as hedges and shorts offset positive performance in the long book. There are a
variety of views on the impact of the Trump victory, with some managers seeing the possibly more
business-friendly outcome as a positive and a potential to increase exposure, while others think it is
too soon to have any strong view and see this month’s rally as an over-reaction.

The US election also helped drive returns in Event Driven strategies. Managers focused on soft
catalysts and special situations led the charge, although M&A managers also saw gains in the month
as spreads generally tightened. For example, two mortgage loan company stocks were up sharply
mid-month in anticipation of a new Administration more sympathetic to shareholders, while a
drugstore chain stock rebounded on expectations of a friendlier antitrust environment, followed by
news of new competition to purchase stores to be sold as an antitrust remedy related to the
companies’ merger.

A high level of corporate activity also helped Event hedge funds in November, with $298 billion of
announced deals month to date1, including $97 billion of proposed deals. Notable signed deals
included ETP/Sunoco Logistics ($20 billion stock), Harman/Samsung ($8 billion cash), and
Brocade/Broadcom ($5.5 billion cash).

Statistical Arbitrage managers also had a positive month in November, ending a long streak of
negative returns for the strategy. There was a healthy degree of dispersion across the strategy as a
whole, but also within sub-strategies. Fundamental managers with a bias towards valuation metrics
were among the strongest performing, with the move in Bond yields seemingly helping the
strategies, while momentum was weak. Technical strategies performed well overall across regions,
while fast futures strategies outperformed CTA indices and ended the month flat.

European Equity Long-Short managers did less well than their US counterparts. The market
euphoria following the Trump victory didn’t affect European markets to the same extent, and
concerns over the Italian referendum and the related impact on the Italian banking system continue
to weigh on markets. Hedge funds were close to flat on average over the month.

After a stretch of positive monthly returns, Credit Long-Short managers posted more muted returns
in the month and underperformed the longer-biased Credit Value managers. This is not surprising,
since Credit in general underperformed Equities. After a fair amount of intra-month post-election
volatility, US leveraged credit markets saw fairly muted performance in November (leveraged loans
up slightly, high yield down slightly). Longer duration assets such as US and EM investment grade
fared poorly given the increase in Treasury yields. Similarly, higher rated high yield credits tended
to underperform lower-rated/distressed bonds.

Most high yield sectors posted negative total returns for the month with the outliers being Metals &
Mining to the upside and Healthcare and Transportation the worst performers of the month. Fixed
Income flows have been decidedly negative in November across the board while leveraged loan
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funds, given the floating Rate nature, continued to see healthy inflows.

Structured Credit managers were flat to positive on the month, with the exception of managers with
exposure to Rate-sensitive sectors such as municipal Bonds. Carry continued to be positive with rate
hedges helping offset any month-to-month impact from the backup in Treasury yields. Performance
for Convertible Arbitrage managers was also muted and mixed in the month.

CTA managers saw losses in November, with the biggest losses in Fixed Income and Commodities.
Elsewhere, managers have accumulated gains and losses of smaller scale in Equities and FX
respectively. In Fixed Income, managers held a decreasing but still notable receiver bias for most of
the month and exhibited losses as global yields continued moving higher, primarily in the US. The
steepest losses were seen in the first half of the month.

Commodities have been another area of loss for CTAs in November, primarily driven by energies
and, to a lesser extent, precious metals while base metals contributed positively and helped mitigate
such losses. By market, short crude oil (and related assets), short natural gas, gold and silver (mixed
positioning through the month), and long sugar were the biggest detractors amid choppiness in
those markets. Long zinc and long copper were the biggest contributors.

Systematic positioning in FX was a detractor in the month with losses in long AUD, short GBP and
long JPY more than offsetting gains in short EUR and short CAD, to name a few meaningful drivers.
Macro Equities have been a contributor so far this month with gains in North America and Japan
outweighing losses in the Eurozone, Asia Ex-Japan and the UK. By market, long S&P 500 and long
Russell 2000 were consistently among the biggest contributors across managers while long FTSE
100, long Eurostoxx and long DAX were some of the biggest detractors.

In terms of positioning, CTA managers have flattened the rates portfolio almost entirely and hold a
minimal net receiver bias with small net exposure in all regions. In Equities, managers exhibit a net
long bias across the board where the US is the primary driver. In Commodities, managers are
approaching the end of the month net short energies, net long base metals, net long softs and net
short livestock; net exposure to grains and precious metals is small on a consolidated basis. In FX,
the biggest areas of positioning are net short EUR, net short GBP and net short CAD as managers
continue scaling up bullish Dollar positions while reducing long positions in the JPY and AUD.

USD-JPY continues to be one of the larger movers in DM FX, as yield differentials widen (e.g. 10
Year JGBs did cross above 0% in November but real yields remain low) and the reflation theme
continues. Our Asian Macro managers added to this position in November and traded their long USD
bias versus weaker Asian currencies.

Looking ahead, managers across most strategies are ready for the difficult 2016 to end. We believe
the dominance of political and macroeconomic factors over idiosyncratic stories has made the
environment particularly hard for hedge funds to generate alpha and uncorrelated returns. While
the outlook for 2017 is hardly spectacular, managers are hopeful that more normal levels of Bond
yields and increased breadth of market drivers might result in a more fertile ground for potential
alpha generation than this year.
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